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Part 1

Part 1 7

This part is a short introduction to 
econometric identification
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Econometric identification:

Model parameters (or features) of interest are 
uniquely determined from the observable 
population that data are drawn from

Lewbel (2019): > 20 types of identification 
appear in the econometrics literature

Introduction
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Point identification is a necessary condition for there to 
exist e.g. a consistent estimator for the target parameter

If the parameter is not point identified under certain 
assumptions, then consistent estimators for it do not exist 
under the same set of assumptions.

Point identification is not sufficient for a consistent 
estimator to exist

It only means that such an estimator may be available

Identification precedes estimation
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The (point) identification of a parameter effectively assumes access 
to an “infinitely large sample” and asks what one can learn about the 
parameter of interest using such data

E.g. can it be recovered uniquely using the infinite data? 

• (“work with population quantities”, “no need to worry about sampling 
uncertainty” etc)

The question of identification is separate from the question of 
estimation (statistical inference) of a parameter using finite samples

Identification is not about an estimator nor about what happens in a 
given sample

...
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θ = what we want to estimate (learn about) = “theoretical estimand”

unknown parameters / vectors / functions

corresponds to “estimands”, which are the population values of estimators of 
the objects that we are interested in

φ = what is "knowable" about the DGP from data = “empirical estimand”

φ is information that is assumed to be known, or that can be learnt from an 
unlimited amount of data one has.

Examples: conditional means, moments, distribution functions, quantiles, true 
regression coefficients, autocovariances.

What we know and want to learn

12
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• Given φ, what can we learn about θ?

I.e., can we logically deduce the unknown value of the 
parameter, θ, from what can be measured from the 
observed data, φ? 

I.e., are model parameters or features, as captured by 
θ, uniquely determined 

• … from what we know  from φ  the observable 
population that our data are drawn from?

The identification question

13
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Note: Identification presumes that there are structural 
features, θ, that one wishes to uncover 

• θ  are often abstract notions, not part of the data themselves

• E.g., is the consumer demand function identified?

– Demand function is an abstract (theoretical) notion, allowing us to 
ask counterfactual questions, like what the demand for a product 
would be if price was X% higher than it actually is, holding all other 
things constant?

...
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Point identification:

If given what φ equals, we know the value θ equals → θ is point 
identified

Called also: “global identification”, “frequentist identification”

Partial (set) identification:

If given what φ equals, we can say something about the value of θ but 
cannot determine its value exactly → θ is partially identified 

Identification is not an “all-or-nothing” concept; see Tamer (2010).

Point vs partial identification
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Parametric identification: 

θ is a finite set of constants and all values of φ 
correspond to values of a finite set of constants.

Nonparametric identification: 

θ consists of functions or infinite sets.

Param. vs non-param. identification
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Semiparametric identification 

 identification that is neither parametric nor 
nonparametric

refers e.g. to situations in which θ includes a vector 
of constants and nuisance parameters that are 
functions

…
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Example of semiparametric identification: 

Consider random variables (Y, X, Z) and assume the observations  
are iid

Partially linear model: Y = m(Z) + X’ + e where m is an unknown 
function,  is a finite vector of parameters, and E(e| X, Z) = 0. 

Unknown parameters: a vector of constants, , and a function m. 

Identification of θ is semiparametric, since θ contains a 
parametric component (finite vector ) and a nonparametric 
component (function m(Z)).

...
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What can be included in φ?

E.g. how do we know that φ includes the conditional 
expectation of Y given X, E[Y | X]?

Expectations of observed variables being knowable 

 assuming that certain statistical properties of observable 
sample averages hold (e.g., unbiasedness, consistency) in the 
data

What is knowable?
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Circularity in the definition of identification:

Assume initially that φ is identified (known) to 
determine if θ is identified.

Assuming φ is knowable  assuming φ is identified

• This must be justified by assumptions about the 
underlying DGP (i.e., by the model)

...
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Examples of φ include e.g. the following:

Distribution of (Y, X) for IID observations

Reduced form linear regression coefficients

Conditional distribution of Y given D where D values determined 
by an experimental protocol

Means and autocovariances in stationary time series data

Transition probabilities if data assumed to follow a martingale 
process, i.e. E[Y(t) | Y(1), …, Y(t-1)] = Y(t-1) 

...
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DGP: Assume that (X1, X2,..., Xn) are iid random 
variables with common cumulative distribution 
function F(x). 

What is knowable, i.e., can be included in φ?  

Guess / Give some examples 

Class discussion
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Glivenko–Cantelli theorem: Fn(x) convergences 
uniformly to F(x). 

Thus, F(x) knowable. 

...

23
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A model, M, corresponds to assumptions about and 
restrictions on the DGP:

Assumptions about the behaviour that generates the data

• E.g., statistical (e.g. randomization) and behavioral assumptions (e.g., a 
set of equations describing behavior)

Assumptions about how the data are collected and measured.

• E.g., assumptions about selection, measurement errors, and survey 
attrition.

Model
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Model M imposes restrictions 

… on the possible values φ could take on 

• I.e., φ depends on the model (what we “know” depends on M)

… on how φ and θ are related 

θ is identified under the maintained model M if it is uniquely 
determined by the population distribution of observables.

...
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One cannot even ask whether θ is identified 
without a model (an abstraction) 

Model M defines what this quantity, θ, is.

It is difficult to discuss most objects of interest in 
empirical economics without a model 

Model may be based on economic theory or e.g. on 
hypothesized causal relations (e.g., Rubin (1974) causal 
model) 

...
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…
• Stronger modelling assumptions may help to 

answer more intricate questions:

• Law of decreasing credibility: The credibility of 
inference decreases with the strength of assumptions
maintained.

• Trade-off: Stronger assumptions may yield clearer
conclusions, but are less credible.  

• E.g., contrast parametric vs non-parametric modelling
choices, use of generic functional forms vs. linear relations

[Manski C. F., 2007, Identification for Prediction and Decision, Harvard Univ. Press]
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E.g., as we will see later, the non-parametric identification of 
BLP model relies on a particular non-parametric functional 
form restriction 

The non-parametric index restriction => 2×J instruments are 
sufficient to identify demand functions

Further parametric assumptions (= stronger modelling 
assumptions) reduce the number of instruments that are needed 
for identification (but may reduce creditability of findings)

• See Berry and Haile (2021) for further discussions of trade-offs between 
functional form assumptions and IV requirements. 

...
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Note: Identification is not even about what we learn 
from an “infinitely large sample”:

E.g. Let M consists of utility functions maximized s.t. budget 
constraint and φ = Demand functions and θ = Indifference
curves. 

Revealed preference theory → if φ known, point 
identification of θ 

A separate identification question: When can demand 
functions be identified from observed data?

...
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DGP-assumption #1: i.i.d observations of data 
vector W, with n → ∞.

Glivenko-Cantelli theorem: With such data, the 
distribution of W can be consistently estimated

Reasonable to assume that knowable φ includes 
the distribution function of W. 

Typical DGP assumptions
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DGP-assumption #2: Randomized experiment: 

Experimental protocol determines value of D (e.g., treatment 
indicator) for each observation 

Conditional on that value of D, data collected by randomly 
drawing an observation of Y, independent of other observations.

Reasonable to assume that knowable φ includes the conditional 
distribution function of Y given D.

Note: φ is only knowable for values of D that can be chosen by 
the experimenter.

…
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• DGP-assumption #3: Stationary time series 
data

Reasonable to assume that φ includes means, 
variances and autocovariances

Note: This does not automatically imply that φ 
includes higher moments (they may be unstable 
over time)

…
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Consider an ideal RCT, with no non-compliance, 
no self-selection, no measurement error (etc.), 
and let Y = outcome, and D = treatment 

What is / could be M?

What is / could be φ?

What is / could be θ

Class discussion

33
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Consider an ideal RCT, with no non-compliance, no self-selection, no 
measurement error (etc.), and let Y = outcome, and D = treatment 

Let θ be ATE: θ = E (Y(1) - Y(0)), where Y(t) is the outcome an individual 
would have if assigned D = t (Rubin 1974). 

Model, M, is “ideal RCT” + knowing (assuming) that data on realizations 
of (Y, D) are i.i.d. across individuals.

Given M, φ is the distribution of Y, D.

• Thus, φ includes the conditional expectation of Y given D, E[Y | D], 

• “E[Y | D] is knowable from the data”

Example: RCT
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M is the set of all possible joint distributions of (Y,(1), Y(0), D).

Model of “ideal RCT” says that D determined randomly (“by a coin flip”). 

→ Restriction on M: (Y (1), Y (0)) independent of D.

Given M, θ is point identified: E (Y| D = 1) - E (Y| D = 0) = E (Y(1)| D = 1) - E (Y(0)| D = 
0) = E(Y(1)) - E (Y(0)) = ATE = θ

Because, given M, there is no selection bias + no bias due to heterogenous treatment effects

Identification always entails a model: This applies also to causal inference 

...
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Parametric identification of regression coefficients 


• DGP is observations of Y, X where Y is a scalar, X is a K 
vector.

• Data: Observations of Y, X (need not be IID)

• φ includes second moments of (Y, X): {E (XX’), E(XY)}

• θ is  (finite vector of regression parameters)

Example: Linear regression 

36
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M is the set of joint distributions of (e, X) that satisfy the 
following restrictions

• Y = X’ + e, where e = error term, and where

E[Xe] = 0 → E [X(Y – X’)] = 0

• E (XX’) is non-singular. 

Parametric identification: θ and φ are both finite vectors

Then θ identified:  = E (XX’)-1E(XY), which is a function of φ. 

...
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Approach #1: By construction, i.e. writing θ directly as a function of φ

See the RCT and Regression examples earlier

Example: Directly prove consistency: Construct an estimator θ^ and 
prove that, under the assumed DGP, the estimator is consistent. The 
construction is θ = plim θ^.

Approach #2: Proving true θ is the unique solution to an optimization 
problem.

Example: maximum likelihood with a concave population objective 
function

Proving point identification

38
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Approach #3: Showing the true θ is the unique fixed point in 
a contraction mapping based on M.

Example: A contraction mapping is used in Berry (1994) to prove 
that a necessary condition for identification (uniqueness in the 
error inversion step) holds in the BLP model (Berry, Levinsohn, 
and Pakes 1995)

Approach #4: Applying characterizations of observational 
equivalence in some classes of models

see Matzkin (2008, 2013)

…
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• Recall: θ is point identified if each possible value of φ implies a unique value of 
θ in Θ (= the set of all possible values that the model says θ could be)

Observational equivalence and identification:

Two possible values θ and θ* are observationally equivalent if there exists a value 
of φ that could imply either θ or θ*.

Identification using an observational equivalence argument:

• θ is point identified if θ and θ* being observationally equivalent implies that θ and θ* are 
equal.

• In other words, θ is point identified if there do not exist any pairs of possible values θ and θ* (in 
Θ) that are different but observationally equivalent.

...
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Common starting points for proving point identification

1. Wright-Cowles identification: φ is a set of reduced 
form regression coefficients

2. Distribution based identification: φ is the distribution 
function of an observable random vector Y

3. Extremum based identification: φ is the maximizer of 
some function (e.g. GMM or ML objective function)

...
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Example of non-parametric identification by 
construction: Case when θ is a function rather than a 
vector.

DGP is IID (Y, X). 

M is the set of joint distributions of X,U satisfying: X is 
continuous, U _|_ X, and Y = 1(X + U > 0).

φ is the joint distribution of Y, X.

We want to learn: θ = FU(u), the distribution function of U.

Example: Latent error distribution

42
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For any value x that X can take on: 

E(Y | X = x) = Pr (X + U > 0 | X = x) 
= Pr (x + U > 0) = 1 - Pr (U  - x) = 1 - FU (-x).

FU can be recovered from E (Y| X = x), i.e., function 
FU is nonparametrically identified.

Note: FU(u) is only identified for values of u that are in 
the support of -x.

...
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Consider (Y, X, Z), the observations are iid

Partially linear model: 

Y = m(Z) + X’ + e

where m is an unknown function,  is a finite vector of parameters, 
and E(e| X, Z) = 0. 

Identification of θ is semiparametric:

• θ contains a parametric component (finite vector ) and a 
nonparametric component (function m(Z)).

Example: Semi-param. identification

44
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• Semiparametric identification by construction:

Step 1: E[Y| Z] and E[X| Z] are knowable from data, i.e. 
included in φ.

Step 2: Because Y - E [Y| Z] = (X-E(X| Z)’ + e , vector  is 
identified by construction:

• Regress Y - E [Y| Z] on (X-E(X| Z)), works if var (X| Z) is non-singular.

Step 3:  Given , function m(Z) identified non-
parametrically, because m(Z) = E(Y - X’| Z).

...

45
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Non-mutually exclusive reasons:

Model incompleteness: E.g., variable relationships not fully specified, 
multiple equilibria. 

Perfect collinearity / perfect dependence

Nonlinearity: Possible multiple solutions

Simultaneity

Endogeneity

Unobservability: E.g., counterfactuals

Why point identification may fail?
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Part 2

Part 2 47

This part is about normalizations
and how they are related to identification 
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Identification requires often normalizations

If parameter restrictions (e.g. scaling of a 
parameter) can be made without loss of generality 
(“wlog”) they are normalizations

In economics, “wlog” = if the parameter restriction 
does not affect economically meaningful 
parameters or summary measures

Normalizations

49
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Think of a Probit model for a choice

y = 1 if y* > 0   and    y = 0 if y*  0

y* = x’ + e 

Pr[ y = 1 | x] = Pr[ y* > 0 | x] = Pr[ e > - x’ | x] = Pr[ 
e < x’ | x] = (x’)   (c.d.f. of standard normal distribution)

Which normalizations have been imposed into this 
model? 

Class dicussion
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A parameter restriction can be either a free 
normalization or imply a behavioural restriction 
(assumption)

The distinction depends on the model and research 
question: how we use the model and interpret it. 

...
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Note #1:

Even if a normalization is irrelevant for identification, it can affect
numerical performance of estimators (e.g., convergence) and/or 
precision of estimates.

Note #2: 

Continuity, differentiability, monotonicity and other similar additional 
restrictions on functions in θ are behavioural restrictions (assumptions), 
not free normalizations.

• How restrictive or consequential they are depends on the context; see later our
discussion on the conditions on invertability of mkt shares in BLP

...
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• Identification “up to scale”: 

Suppose all the elements  in the identified set are 
proportional to true , i.e. are of the form: ^ =  / c. 

To identify , a scale restriction is needed: 

• E.g., assume that the first element of  vector equals one (e.g. 
1=1). Then ^

1 = 1/c, which in turn allows recovering the 
remaining elements of  from ^.

Scale restriction / ”Up to scale”
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In (many) discrete choice models, the scale of utility is 
normalized by normalizing the variance of the indirect 
utility’s error component.

Let i’s utility from choice j be Uij = Vij + eij, for j = {0, 1, …, J}.  

• Multiplying Uij by a constant,  > 0, changes the scale of utility but 
does not affect choice, since Uij > UikUij > Uik

By setting the variance of the error term to a constant, the 
scale of utility is normalized. 

...
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Example: In multinomial logit, the variance is 2/6 (due 
to a constant of integration).  

Utility can divided by  without changing behaviour. 

...
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Every coefficient is rescaled by 

Only the ratio  = */ is identified (up-to-scale)

Interpretation of the coefficients: They are relative to the 
variance of unobserved factors 

Greater unobserved variance, smaller 

Ratio j / k is invariant to scaling (marginal rate of 
substitution).

...
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A scale restriction is not always a free normalization: In some 
models, the level of X’ has economic meaning

Example: Y = 1 if willing to pay (WTP) more than F euros for a 
product or service.

Let X’ + e be WTP, where e _|_ X. Then Y = 1(X’ + e > F).

• E (Y | X) = g (X’ - F) where g is distribution of –e and where (X’ - F) is 
the index being estimated.

Scaling is not a free normalization: X’ + e is WTP only if the 
coefficient of F is minus one.

...
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Location restrictions as a normalization

Let E (Y | X) = g(X + ), g is an unknown function,  is an 
unknown scalar.

Generally  is not identified, because g(X + ), is 
observationally equivalent to using  = 0 and g* such 
that g* (X) = g(X + ).

Location normalizations may or may not be free, depending
on the context.

Location restriction
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Consider first a general linear index model: 

E (Y | X) = g(X’), g is strictly monotonically increasing, E(XX’) is 
non-singular 

What is known: φ is the joint distribution of Y and X

What we want to know: θ is 

Example: Probit, in which case g is the cumulative standard 
normal distribution function: This implies that g is known.  

Example: Probit
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Result: In Probit, θ is identified.

Proof by construction (RHS is known):

 = [E (XX’)]-1 E[Xg-1(E (Y | X))]

To see the hidden normalizations, consider the 
following threshold crossing binary choice model

...
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Index function model: Y = 1( + X ’ + e) where e _|_ X.

This is a special case of linear index model: E (Y | X) = g(X’) where g is the distribution function 
of –( + e).

Identification of the Probit coeffcients based on both location and scale
normalization

Probit: E(e) = 0 and var(e) = 1  

Scaling the variance of e does not change the observed data, or choice; also, having mean zero
for e (i.e. threshold)  is innocent as long as the model has a constant. 

These determine the location and scale of  + X’ + e.

Note, there are observationally equivalent normalizations: e.g., let e have arbitrary 
mean and variance, but set:  = 0, ’ = 1

...
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Is outside good just a free normalization? 

Let i’s utility from choice j be Uij = Vij + eij, for j = {0, 1, …, J}

Utility maximization → j chosen if Uij > Uik k  j → this means that there is 
a set of unobservable “taste parameters”, eij, that result in the purchase 
of good j. 

Good j chosen with probability Pr(ei > Vi), where Vi = Vik – Vij and ei = eij –
eik, k  j. 

Example: Outside good
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Things to remember about identification in discrete choice 
models

Constants: Adding constants to utility irrelevant for choice

• Only differences in alternative specific constants can be identified

Effects of individual specific factors, such as income, not 
identified (do not vary between goods j and k)

• Interactions between individual and choice characteristics can be 
identified (e.g., Incomei Pricej)

Only differences in utility matter for choice →

...
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For example, in multinomial logit (”softmax”)

This shows that variations in mkt-shares (LHS) are informative of difference Vij - Vik

Thus: Only differences in indirect utilities are identified

Note IIA at work: Ratio of choice probabilites depend only on j and k (not any other
alternative h).

...
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One of the goods in the choice set is “outside good” (j = 0)

What is this good? It is the good (whatever it is) for which price is not 
set in response to the prices of the inside goods

Existence of outside good important: 

If there was no outside good, consumers would be forced to choose one 
inside good: 

• Demand would depend only on differences in prices. 

• General increase in price level would not decrease the (total) amount bought 
(implausible)

...
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Level of indirect utility that agents get from the outside good:

Normalization: Utility of the outside option Ui0 = 0

• Interpret Uij as utility from j (j > 0) relative to the outside option 

In static discrete choice models: 

• This is a free normalization

In dynamic discrete choice models: 

• Implies restrictions on preferences and thus behaviour; see, e.g., Rust (1994) 
and Magnac and Thesmar (2002).

...
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Static case: Consider multinomial logit with Vij = Xi’j

and add a constant C to each j

No effect on choice, C has to be normalized: If C = -0, 
good j = 0 produces ”no utility in expectation”:  

...
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Brief recap

xxx 68
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Parametric identification

69

If E[X’X] is a non-singular matrix,  is uniquely determined and continuous 
function of E[X’X] and E[X’Y]. Small changes in these quantities cause only 
small changes in  (Horowitz 2019).

What is the model here? What are  and ?

Linear regression, exogenous X
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...

70

Linear IV regression, endogeous X and instruments Z

If the inverse matrices on the RHS of this equation exist,  is uniquely 
determined. Hence,  identified and is a continuous function of the moments.

What is the model here? What are  and ?
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See Horowitz (2019) for 
further discussion

Discontinuities in non-
parametric identification (IV 
models) 

Ill-posed inverse problems in 
econometric identification

...
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Part 3

Part 3 72

This part is about identification of BLP model(s)
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Why should we be interested in (non-parametric) identification of BLP type 
models?

To understand better both the basic sources of identification and the role of 
parametric assumptions & parametric estimators, which have to be used in 
practise when working with finite samples

• Are functional form or distributional assumptions essential for identification (key features 
of the model) or useful (just) tools when working with finite samples?

To obtain guidance for applications & empirical work

• What types of instruments are needed?

– What are the implications of distributional restrictions,  better data (e.g., micro data), or 
functional form assumptions for the kinds & number of IVs needed?

Background
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Challenge #1: Endogeneity of prices

i.e., statistical dependence between prices and latent 
demand shocks (= unobservables that affect demand)

Challenge #2: Demand of good j depends on more
than one latent demand shock

i.e., demand for good j changes if the prices or 
characteristics of any of the related goods change

Challenges
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Demand is not a regression

76

Note #1: There are J structural errors, i.e., demand shocks (U1, ..., UJ), that enter on 
the right-hand side of the equation:

• Demand shocks (U1, ..., UJ) are associated with all related goods. 

Note #2: This is not a standard regression equation. 

Consider a market with J interrelated goods, with the demand for good j = 
(1,…, J) given by: 

Qj = Dj (X, P, U) (general demand)

where X = (X1, ..., XJ), P = (P1, ..., PJ) and U = (U1, ..., UJ).
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Econometric models with multiple structural errors are 
more challenging to identify and estimate than 
regression models (see also Matzkin 2013)

Note: To estimate the level and slope of demand at specific 
points is different from estimating e.g. some weighted 
average responses (such as LATE).  

In IO, we are rarely interested in average responses. Instead, 
we might e.g. be interested in the ceteris paribus effects of 
price changes 

...
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To generically identify demand elasticities requires 
that a price can be varied while holding all else 
constant (this includes U)

Thus, having J instruments for J endogenous prices 
is not enough for non-parametric identification of 
Dj (entire function) 

That is, not without further functional form restrictions

...
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Observed variation in quantities with randomized prices reveal certain 
averages of demand responses 

(i.e. one is forced to integrate over the vector of demand shocks)

Randomization of prices does not keep the demand shocks, U, constant

Observed variation in quantities (with randomized prices) allow 
identifying certain averages of demand responses, based on integration 
over U

However, such averages are not informative of any elasticity of demand 
at observed prices or quantities or other points of economic interest  

Case of randomized prices
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Consider the following restriction on the demand: 

Dj (X, P, U) = Dj(X, P, j(U)) (**)

where j(U) is a scalar and Dj is increasing in j(U)

This could be the case if we assume that demand for good j is linear in the 
demand shocks U = (U1, ..., UJ).

In this case, randomized prices (P _||_ U) or J instruments for prices would 
allow identifying the demand function (**)

However, j(U) is a strong functional form assumption. It would be ruled out 
by many common parametric demand specifications. 

See Berry and Haile (2021, section 2.4) for further discussion. 

Role of functional form assumptions
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Standard intuition:

Exogenous changes in choice sets via exclusion restrictions 
(instruments)

Functional form / distributional assumptions

Supply side → cross equation restrictions → overidentifying 
restrictions for parameters

• This is why imposing supply side can be “informative of demand”

How is the BLP model identified?
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Main requirement for non-parametric identification in BLP-
type demand models (Berry and Haile 2014, 2021):

Index restriction + invertability + adequate instruments  

In practise: Trade-off between functional form restrictions vs IV 
needs (what is available) 

Functional form assumptions mainly in the “standard role”

Approximation in finite samples / interpolation / extrapolation

Key lesson from non-param. ident.
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Preference heterogeneity + product or market-
specific unobservable (→ endogeneity)

Set-up: BLP demand model
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jt is observed by firms when prices are set but not by us 
(econometricians)

Potentially correlated with price Corr(jt, pjt)  0   (like  “demand 
shocks“)

… but not with other characteristics E[jt | xjt] = 0.

Unobserved product characteristics allow product j to be better than 
product k in a way that is not explained by differences in xj and xk.

Vertical in nature: Consumers agree on their value

Role of jt

84

Class discussion->
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Discuss the economic nature of jt

What does it capture?

To make things concrete, think of automobile markets

(If some of you are planning to apply or are already 
applying BLP model, you can describe what this 
captures in your market / context)

Class discussion
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• Automarket: 

• jt mirrors anything that makes Volvo better than Skoda that is 
not fully captured by observable characteristics in the data 

• … and that affect demand for different products and that leads higher 
sales (and/or higher prices).

• Difficult-to-quantify aspects: style, prestige, reputation, past 
experience

• Quantifiable characteristics not in the data

...
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Rewrite

1. Multinomial logit

2. Nested logit

3. BLP

Building intuition for IV needs
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1. Multinomial logit

88

Indirect utlity

Linear index

Mkt share (choice probability)

Inversion using s0t (see next page)

Like regressing quantity on 
price, need instruments for 
price
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...

89

How inversion using s0t works:
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...
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LHS: Index

RHS: Tightly parameterized 
function of shares and price.

Rewrite this to get an 
index on LHS

Decompose xjt and set 
scale by dividing 1 (jt

have no natural scale)

where:

Next: The same for nested logit and BLP
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2. Nested logit

91

Like a regression equation: Same LHS as for m-logit, RHS now a more complicated 
function of shares and price.

Instruments needed for the price and for ln(sj/g,t ),  which is a specific function of the 
share vector = (s1, . . . , sJ ) (“quantities”) 
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3. BLP
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Like non-linear regression: 

Same LHS as before, but RHS a complicated function of prices and market shares, all of 
which are correlated with jt i.e., endogenous: 

Need more IVs. 

inverse market share function

- has to be evaluated numerically 

- depends nonlinearly on parameters 
of the random coefficients.
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jt vary across products and markets and complicate the 
identification of BLP-demand: 

Each shock affects the quantity demanded and price of all
related goods, implying that all components of st=(s1t,…, sJt) 
and pt=(p1t,…, pJt) depend on jt

RHS: With J products, 2J endogenous variables: 

• J prices (p) 

• J quantities or market shares (s).

...
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Berry-Haile (2014, 2021): Nonparametric generalization of 
the BLP model, with the following three key elements: 

Index: Index restriction

Inversion: Generalized multivariate inversion of choice 
probabilities: 

• Express each index as function of endogenous variables

Instruments: IVs can identify the inverse market share functions 
and thereby the model’s structural errors . 

Identification using market level data
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Demand for good j in market t: 

Goal of non-parametric identification: Learn function
j(xt, pt, t), including all its partial derivatives

This demand system can be derived from a general random
utlity discrete choice model; see e.g. Berry and Haile (2021)

General demand model
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Inversion (i.e., existence of J inverse share equations)

Assumption 1 (non-parametric functional form assumption): 
Index restriction

Assumption 2 (invertibility of the demand system): Connected
substitutes

Non-parametric identification of the inverted share
functions (non-parametric IV regression)

Assumption 3 (non-parametric IV-assumptions): Mean
independence & completeness

Three assumptions
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A1: The index restriction

97

This is a non-parametric functional form assumption, restricting how xjt
(1) and 

jt can affect the demand:

They can enter the non-parametric function, j, only through the index t

Assumption:

Demand shocks have no natural

location or scale: wlog, E[jt ] = 0, |j|=1
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...

98

• Note #1: xjt
(1) and jt are “perfect substitutes” in the index. 

• Note #2: The index restriction is what leaves x(1) out of from the inversion, 
making them available as instrument for shares 

• (i.e., BLP-instruments can be excluded) 

• Note #3: Since t = (1t ,…, tJ), the demand shock to, say, good k can still affect 
the demand for good j, through a fully non-parametric function j
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Goods are (i) weak substitutes (w.r.t. t) and (ii) 
connected to each other in the demand system

Connected: There is no strict subset of goods that 
substitute only among themselves

All goods actually belong in one demand system

Violations of CS assumption unlikely in a discrete 
choice model (Berry and Haile 2014)

A2: Connected substitutes (CS)
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... 
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From Berry and Haile -21, illustrating existence of a directed

path from any good j > 0 to the outside good (j = 0)
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Berry, Gandhi and Haile (2013) generalize the 
Berry (1994) invertibility result

A1 + A2: Inversion

101

Existence lemma: For all demand vectors, there exist an 

inverse demand system of form jt =  -1
j(st, pt) for j = 1,..., J
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Inverting demand system = tool to obtain a representation with 
one structural error per equation

Inverted demand equations similar to regression equations:

...
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A1-A3: Identification of demand

103

Newey-Powell identification argument for non-parametric IV regression can 
be extended → identification of each  -1

j () → plug in (st, pt) → recover 
each jt → identification of demand ()

A3: Instruments satisfy a mean independence and a relevance
(”completeness”) condition (Newey-Powell 2003)
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Starting point:

Learning about demand requires instruments for price (e.g. cost 
shifters)

When products are differentiated, we also have to learn about
”substitution patterns”

• … in the dimension of observed product characteristics, xj

• … in the unobserved (vertical) dimension as captured by the product-
specic demand error ξjt

→ variation in the shares are informative of these

Instruments: Which and why?
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• Besides generating variation in prices, we need something 
that moves all shares at any given price vector. 

Prices: The need of IVs for prices:

• Prices endogenous, because likely to correlate with ξjt

• We need changes in each price, holding all others fixed and in a way 
that isn’t confounded by changes in . 

Shares: The need of IVs for shares:

• Use excluded instruments x-jt to hold shares s-jt fixed while prices 
change

...
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Intuition

To identify substitution patterns, we need observed 
exogenous changes in the choice set

Learning about substitution: Exogenous shifters of own 
and rival-product demand to handle vertical 
substitution

• Exogenous shifters of rival-product demand → instrument for 
the vector of market shares in inverse demand

...
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How many instruments?  (2J)
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This formulation highlights why 2J instruments are needed: Each inverse equation, 
 -1

j (st, pt) has 2J endogenous variables. The latter equation shows that:

• x(1)
jt can act as an instrument for itself

• Need J instruments for prices, pt

• J - 1 instruments for the endogenous quantities s-jt.

for some function hj
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To recap:

Each j(t , pt) depends on a J-vector of structural errors t

• Identification with one IV per endogenous variables does not hold in such cases

Inversion → obtain one structural error per equation → IV can be 
applied

Each inverse equation has 2J endogenous variables

...
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• Cost shifters (standard IVs from demand-supply models)

Economic theory and demand modelling Q = D(p): Shifts in marginal costs have no 
direct effect on quantities, Q,  and can be used as an instrument for prices, p, to 
identify demand

In BLP: Need variation in the costs across alternatives.

Proxies for cost shifters: 

• “Hausman IVs” = prices of the same product in other markets (valid if demand 
shocks are not correlated across markets), since such prices mirror variation in 
costs

• Exogenous shifters of market structure: Something that affects prices through 
mark-ups (e.g., firm ownership)

Instrument menu for IV-regression
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”BLP-instruments”

IVs in a single-product firm case =  average (exogenous) characteristics 
of other products in the same market

• Relevance: In oligopoly, firm j sets the price as a function of characteristics of 
products produced by competing firms, suggesting their relevance

• Exclusion: Characteristics of competing products should not depend on ξjt (i.e., 
consumers’ valuation of focal firm j’s product).

Multiproduct firms: IVs = characteristics of all other products produced 
by same firm

...
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• Mark-up shifters -- e.g., characteristics of “nearby" markets (”Waldfogel instruments")

e.g., sometimes firms use of the same price for all markets in a region (“zone-pricing”)

e.g., demographics, such as age, in Helsinki may affect prices (markups) in Lahti, but may 
be independent of Lahti preferences (including Lahti demand shocks): Conditional on Lahti 
observables they act through price (i.e., costs or mark-ups). 

”Differentiation instruments”, i.e. proximity (distance) in characteristics (Gandhi and Houde
2020)

IV should mirror the (exogenous) degree of differentiation of each product in a market

Help with weak identification of BLP: work in moderately samples, yielding precise and 
unbiased estimates of the parameters determining the elasticity of substitution. 

...
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Berry and Haile (2014): When 2J instruments 
needed, one can use:

J BLP instruments (“for shares”)

J cost shifters (”for prices”)

...
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In sum, 

We need independent variation in all J shares and all J prices

• … to generate variation in prices + to have something that moves all shares at 
any given price vector.

The BLP IV are the only candidates from the instrument menu for 
moving shares

• E.g., Waldfogel instruments move mark-ups, and thus prices

BLP instruments unique in the sense that they affect shares both
through prices and directly through choice problem.

...
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Concluding remarks

xxx 114
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Focus: Global convergence in & numerical performance 
of BLP-type of models

Role of non-linearities in the model

Role of starting values

Role of optimization algorithms

Findings: Convergence problems, local optima, distorted
price elasticities etc

Knittel and Metaxoglou (2013)
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Focus: How do instruments for price endogeneity work as the 
number of products increases?

I.e., consistency and asymptotic distributions of IV estimates?

Finding: BLP’s functions of characteristics across products not always 
good price instruments when the number of products becomes large 

(= lose their identifying power as price instruments in the limit in 
certain cases)

Suggestion: Use of more traditional (but less easily available) cost 
shifters as price instruments.

Armstrong (2016)
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Focus: Use of Chamberlain’s (1987) optimal instruments in BLP

Findings: Feasible versions of optimal instruments 

… overcomes many problems that have recently been documented with 
standard, non-optimal instruments. 

… reduce small sample bias, 

… increase the estimator’s efficiency and stability

Reynaert and Verboven (2014)
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Focus: Consequences of using weak IVs in the non-linear BLP (GMM) context

Solution: New class of instruments (aggregate data): Differentiation IVs

Logic: Relevant instruments should mirror the (exogenous) degree of product differentiation of 
each product in a market

Are  low dimension functions (that are easy to construct) + have a link to theories of product 
differentiation. 

Findings: Differentiation IVs 

work even in moderately samples

produce precise and unbiased parameters that determine the elasticity of substitution

Gandhi & Houde (2020) 
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Role of microdata (Berry and Haile 2020, 2021)

Micro-data (consumer characteristic) provide variation in consumers’ 
choice problems within a market, i.e., without contamination from 
variation in the unobservables (fixed within a market)

Use this variation to learn about substitution patterns

Identication of demand requires instruments only for prices.

Supply side -- see, Berry & Haile (2016, 2021) 

Identification of market conduct -- see, Berry & Haile (2016) 

Further topics
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Appendix
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Very general random utility model: 

Fv(|) not derived from specification of utility

Restriction: jt is scalar (jt-level unobservable)

Generic random utility model

122

conditional indirect utilities, viot =0

matrix of all product & mkt characteristics
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A1: The index restriction

123

Restricts how xjt
(1) and jt can affect the distribution of conditional indirect

utilities. Note: xjt
(1) and jt are “perfect substitutes”. 

Note also: The index restriction is what leaves x(1) out of from the inversion 

(-1
j), making them available as instrument for shares (i.e., BLP-instruments 

can be excluded) 
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Note that (st , xt , pt) are observed: If each jt were also observable, the functions 
(1, . . . , J) would be observable (trivial identification).

Endogeneity because of t → challenge to nonparametric identification. 

More difficult than the usual case: Each sjt and pjt is a function of all J unobservables
(1t , . . . , Jt). 

Handling endogeneity harder with multiple structural errors in each equation

...
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Utility maximization

Demand system


